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At Agilus – an AI-powered procurement analytics

platform, we are passionate about harnessing the

power of procurement data to deliver actionable

insight across core procurement areas like spend

management, savings, and supplier management.



Actions need data, get the
right insights with Agilus.
Digitally transform your
procurement.
AI- powered procurement analytics

In today’s world of digital transformation, data is your most precious commodity. Data

empowers organizations to gain valuable insights, mitigate risks, save cost, remove

inefficiencies and have a single source of truth. Optimizing procurement is easier today

with centralized data sources, real- time data availability, predictive analytics and new

technologies to lower procurement spend and drive savings.

Agilus is an AI- powered procurement analytics solution that helps procurement make

better decisions with data, empowering them to automate processes and get deeper

insights into their procurement data.
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Agilus

Agilus is a data analytics company

that specialises in the digital

transformation of procurement. We

optimise processes and reporting by

aggregating data from all sources into

one platform so you can easily access

it anytime, anywhere.

Agilus recognizes that business is a

very dynamic field and to achieve your

business goals, you need a winning

combination of people, process, and

technology.

We think differently by focusing on

solutions that enable you to reduce

costs, improving your revenue

growth, optimise your processes

and thereby improving efficiency.

Our team consists of highly qualified

data analytics and procurement

professionals.

About us

Unlocking business value
through data

04

Agilus helps procurement professionals make smarter decisions and obtain deeper insights into purchasing operations

by leveraging data analytics and artificial intelligence. Numerous benefits can be realised such as identification of savings

opportunities, cost reduction, payment terms optimisation, updated vendor information, automated reporting and processes.
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Our Solutions & Services

Consulting
& Recruitment
Data is powerful. Our data
analytics consulting &
recruitment services
help you make the most of
your data.

Spend Analytics
Reducing costs while
building unique products
and services is a hallmark
of successful organizations.

Savings Opportunities
Capitalize with insights
on Savings. Assess
opportunities and identify
areas you can improve
on savings.

RiskManagement
Supply chain disruption
can derail your organization.
With Agilus, you can make
smarter and safer decisions
before purchase.

ContractManagement
Stay on top of your
contracts with increased
contract visibility, lower risks,
and timely renewals.

B-BBEE Insights
Embrace new and better
ways to view and report
on B-BBEE progression,
by engaging the power of
data within your organisation.

VendorManagement
Fast methods for verifying
and onboarding new
vendors can take a
significant amount of
effort, time and money.

Suppliers Performance
Making sure your suppliers
can perform is a critical
part of getting the job
done and staying on budget.

Sustainability
Maintaining brand
consistency requires a s
ustainable reporting
strategy that not only
informs but also engages.
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Webelieve success is notmeasured by the amount of value or assets attained. Success is simply an achievement of an actionwithin

a specified parameter.

Commitment

Our core values

We are committed to excellence in every phase of our business. We know we

cannot be successful without the people and the beliefs that unite us, which

is why we understand and appreciate our core values. As we continue on our

path to position ourselves as the best, we will look to these values for guidance

when we’re faced with unexpected opportunities or challenges

Reliability

Trust

Social Responsibility

Integrity
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Our Customers
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Our partners
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WORLD
CLASS
SERVICE



22 Magwa Crescent, Waterfall City, Midrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa

info@agilus.ai
www.agilus.ai

+27(0)11 083 7437
+27(0)72 375 7657
+27(0)83 301 0004

Phone Web Address

“The goal is to turn data into information,
and information into insight.”
- Carly Fiorina, Former CEO of HP


